File systems make use of the buffer cache to enhance their performance. Traditionally, part of DRAM, which is volatile memory, is used as the buffer cache. In this paper, we consider the use of of NonVolatile RAM (NVRAM) as a write cache for metadata of the file system in embedded systems. NVRAM is a state-of-the-art memory that provides characteristics of both non-volatility and random byte addressability. By employing NVRAM as a write cache for dirty metadata, we retain the same integrity of a file system that always synchronously writes its metadata to storage, while at the same time improving file system performance to the level of a file system that always writes asynchronously. To show quantitative results, we developed an embedded board with NVRAM and modify the VFAT file system provided in Linux 2.6.11 to accommodate the NVRAM write cache. We performed a wide range of experiments on this platform for various synthetic and realistic workloads. The results show that substantial reductions in execution time are possible from an application viewpoint. Another consequence of the write cache is its benefits at the FTL layer, leading to improved wear leveling of Flash memory and increased energy savings, which are important measures in embedded systems. From the real numbers obtained through our experiments, we show that wear leveling is improved considerably and also quantify the improvements in terms of energy. key words: non-volatile RAM (NVRAM), flash memory, file system, metadata, flash translation layer (FTL) 
Introduction
We consider the use of Non-Volatile RAM (NVRAM) as a write cache for metadata of the file system in embedded systems. Through this use of NVRAM, we show that we can retain the same integrity of a file system that always synchronously writes its metadata, while in terms of speed, performing at the level of a file system that always writes asynchronously. We also show that by making use of NVRAM as a write cache other benefits such as improved wear leveling and energy efficiency in Flash memory are possible.
NVRAM is a state-of-the-art memory that provides characteristics of both non-volatility and random byte addressability. This is in contrast to Flash memory, which, in general, does not provide random byte addressability, and DRAM, which does not provide non-volatility. Major semiconductor companies such as Samsung, Intel, and IBM have spotlighted FeRAM (Ferroelectric RAM), MRAM (Magnetoresistive RAM) and PRAM (Phase-change RAM) as representative types of NVRAM [1] - [3] . Although these forms of NVRAM are currently not as prevalent as Flash memory and DRAM, development of NVRAM is being accelerated with a view to integrate them into embedded systems in the near future. Specifically, 4 Mb capacity FeRAM and MRAM are being mass produced by Ramtron and Freescale, respectively [1] , [2] . Furthermore, Samsung and Intel have recently developed large Mb capacity PRAM prototypes and have announced plans to adopt PRAM in mobile phones in the near future [3] . As semiconductor companies concentrate on the development of NVRAM, we can anticipate that NVRAM will, in the near future, become an everyday component, first, in embedded systems, then later, in commodity computer systems by replacing ROM and/or Flash memory and/or DRAM [3] , [4] .
In this study, we consider the use of NVRAM as a write cache for file system metadata. In conventional file systems, as shown in Fig. 1 (a) , there exists a cache in the form of volatile memory. This cache is generally used to absorb read/write requests. By servicing requests in the cache, the system avoids secondary storage accesses that may lead to deteriorated performance. However, if writes are stored in a volatile cache, there is a possibility that the integrity of the file system may be compromised, since a sudden system failure may result in loss of data that was thought to have been saved in storage. In order to avoid this possible compromise, writes have to be synchronized with data in storage. This will lead to deteriorated performance. Hence, with volatile cache, one has to make a choice: choose integrity and sacrifice performance or choose performance and sacrifice integrity. In real systems, one generally does not make an extreme decision, but rather, chooses a middle ground; sacrifice some integrity for some performance. For example, as metadata is critical to the system, all metadata writes may be chosen to be synchronously written while file data writes remain cached. The motivation behind this study begins from the use of caches in file systems, in particular, for write requests. Figure 2 (a) shows the number of writes to particular sectors of secondary storage when a cache does not exist. This would be a situation when all write requests are synchronously written to secondary storage. We see that for some low numbered sectors extensive access requests are being made. These lower sectors, in reality, represent sectors where metadata of the file system is being stored. The effect of (volatile) caching is shown in Fig. 2 (b) . With volatile caches, caches are occasionally flushed to storage to synchronize the data in cache and those in storage. We see that with this, substantial write counts are reduced for many of the lower numbered sectors. This is the effect of traditional caches in conventional file systems.
For this study, we go a step further and make use of NVRAM as a write cache. We started out this study with a conjecture that by making use of NVRAM as a write cache, this cache will be able to filter out even more requests so that the requests observed at storage will look something like Fig. 2 (c) . Making use of NVRAM as write cache comes with an added bonus that integrity does not have to be sacrificed at all even with the performance gains that may be achieved.
Based on this motivation, in this study, we consider using NVRAM as a write cache in the FAT file system, a popular file system for embedded systems. The result is a configuration much like that shown in Fig. 1 (b) . Through real implementations, we show that by using limited NVRAM write cache and simply caching metadata, we can, indeed, obtain substantial performance gains. We also show that by doing so we obtain benefits at the Flash Translation Layer (FTL) as well. Specifically, wear leveling improves dramatically and energy efficiency improves considerably as well.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly review some of the previous works related to this study. Then, in Sect. 3, we present the NVFAT file system that is a modification of the VFAT file system to make use of the NVRAM write cache for VFAT file system metadata. In Sect. 4, we describe experimen- tal environments, that is, the hardware setup and workloads used in our experiments. We discuss the experimental results in Sect. 5. Finally, in Sect. 6, we conclude with a summary and directions for future research.
Background and Related Works
In this section, the characteristics of NVRAM is briefly mentioned and compared with those of Flash memories and typical RAM. Then, we present some previous works related to this study.
Non-volatile RAM
NVRAM has distinctive characteristics compared with both Flash memories and SDRAM as summarized in Table 1 . NVRAM such as FRAM and MRAM has non-volatility and byte addressability each of which is found in Flash memory and SDRAM, respectively. Note that Flash memories do not support byte addressability except for write operations in NOR Flash memory. The access time of NVRAM, which is roughly one to two orders of magnitude slower than SDRAM, is much faster than Flash memory. Notably, for write access, NVRAM is roughly three orders of magnitude faster than Flash memory. Specifically, the write access time of NVRAM is the hundreds of nanosecond range while writes in Flash memory is in the hundreds of microsecond range. Furthermore, the poor write access time of Flash memory can be exacerbated when it is accompanied by an erasure operation that can spend time in the millisecond range. In addition to its fast access time, NVRAM has endurance as high as SDRAM. While Flash memory may be worn out after around 10,000 to 100,000 block erasures, NVRAM has, for practical purposes, no such limitation.
Related Works
Much research has already been conducted on issues related to improving file system performance by dealing with metadata differently from file data and also by exploiting NVRAM. Also, there are a considerable number of studies related to Flash file systems and FTLs to improve wear leveling and energy efficiency. We summarize some of these works in this subsection.
Since the characteristics of file system metadata and file data are quite distinct, several file systems that segregate metadata and file data have been proposed to improve file system performance. Specifically, Piernas et al. propose the DualFS file system that puts metadata and file data on separate devices and then, manages the metadata with the Log-structured file system while file data is managed with the regular Unix file system [5] . Recently, the hFS file system was proposed by Zhang and Ghose. In hFS, updates to metadata are done in an out-of-place fashion in order to convert random and frequent metadata updates into sequential writes while updates to file data are done in in-place fashion [6] .
In works more closely related to ours, several file systems that make use of NVRAM as an extension of storage have been proposed. The HeRMES file system proposed by Miller et al. adopts MRAM to store metadata, while storing file data in disk [7] . MRAMFS, proposed by Edel et al., uses a similar approach as HeRMES, but utilizes compression for the metadata to conserve NVRAM space [8] . The Conquest file system also considers NVRAM as storage for metadata and relatively small files [9] . Here the NVRAM that the authors consider is battery-backed RAM. In all of these works, NVRAM is considered in conjunction with the hard disk drive. Different from these works, Doh et al. propose the MiNV file system that maintains all the metadata in NVRAM while storing all the file data in NAND Flash memory [10] .
There are also studies regarding other uses of NVRAM. In the early 1990s, research on making use of NVRAM in general purpose computer systems were conducted. However, NVRAM being considered at the time was mostly battery-backed RAM. Specifically, Baker et al. show that write traffic can be significantly reduced with the help of NVRAM in a network file system environment [11] . Chen et al. proposed the Rio file cache that supports fault tolerance in file systems without degrading performance by using NVRAM [12] . Recently, the write-aware buffer management scheme that considers NVRAM as a write buffer cache was proposed by Lee et al. [13] . As a write buffer management scheme for RAID storage controllers, Gill and Modha propose the WOW scheme that combines the LRW (Least Recently Written) replacement policy and CSCAN policy that results in dirty data being flushed in ascending order of the LBN (Logical Block Number) [14] .
NVFAT: VFAT File System with NVRAM Write Cache Considered
In this section, we discuss the implementation of NVFAT.
NVFAT is a modification of the VFAT file system of the Linux 2.6.11 such that the VFAT file system metadata may be managed in the NVRAM write cache. We also discuss a minor modification that is made to the FTL scheme that is provided in Linux 2.6.11 and used in our experiments.
NVFAT: Adapting the VFAT File System
For our prototype implementation of the NVRAM write cache for metadata, we take the VFAT file system provided under the VFS (Virtual File System) layer in the Linux 2.6.11. In this NVRAM write cache, only dirty metadata for the VFAT file system are maintained in disk sector size units, that is, 512 bytes. The VFAT file system metadata consists of the FAT (File Allocation Table) and the MSDOS DIR ENTRY, which contains such information as the file or directory name, ownership, access permission, and so on. Whenever the contents of these two kinds of metadata are changed, the whole sector containing the updated metadata is synchronously written to NVRAM. In doing so, the NVFAT file system now has the same level of file system metadata integrity as a VFAT file system that always synchronously writes its metadata to storage. Note that the VFAT with NVRAM write cache is a possible implementation choice to make use of NVRAM as a metadata write cache. As this work concentrates on the impact of employing NVRAM write cache for file system metadata on the I/O performance, we take this intuitive implementation choice rather than implementing a whole file system that makes full use of NVRAM such as the WAFL and Conquest file systems [9] , [25] .
To accommodate NVRAM write cache, two main modifications are made to the VFAT file system. First, it is modified to call the NVRAM write cache interface instead of the original interface for accessing secondary storage. Second, provisions are made for the VFAT file system to flush all the cached metadata in NVRAM into secondary storage.
Specifically, the sb bread() and mark buffer dirty() functions of the VFAT file system is replaced by the nvfat sb bread() and nvfat buffer dirty() functions that are provided for NVRAM write cache access. In our implementation, just a few changes are required to adapt the VFAT file system to make use of the NVRAM write cache since VFAT has 5 and 15 function calls for sb bread() and mark buffer dirty(), respectively. The sb bread() and mark buffer dirty() function is invoked whenever the VFAT file system metadata is read from and written to the storage, respectively. This is done in sector size (512 B) units. The nvfat sb bread() and nvfat buffer dirty() functions perform similar functionality but considers NVRAM write cache as well. For these functions, we also update cached metadata in 512 B sector units as well. This is a choice that we make for compatibility reasons for future deployment with other file systems.
To flush cached metadata in the NVFAT file system, we provide the nvfat flush nvram() function. Under normal operation, this function is invoked only when the fat put super() function is executed during the un-mount process of the NVFAT file system. This process is essential for maintaining consistency between the file system metadata in NVRAM and that stored in detachable storage such as a USB memory card and removable Flash memory storage. If we do not consider detachable storage, this process for maintaining metadata consistency may not be required.
NVRAM Write Cache Module for VFAT
The NVRAM write cache module employed to manage the NVFAT file system metadata can be dynamically loaded and executed as a Linux kernel module. This module consists of two parts, that is, the NVRAM management sub-module, which manages the NVRAM allocation, and the write cache management sub-module, which deploys specific policies for managing the write cache. Note that we add around 467 and 517 C code lines to implement the first and second part of the NVRAM write cache kernel module, respectively.
To manage the NVRAM, we adopt the BGET Memory Allocator that is a comprehensive memory allocation package. This allocator is efficient in terms of both time and space, and has been frequently employed in embedded system applications [19] .
In managing the write cache, we employ a hash table for fast look up of LBNs (Logical Block Number). For cache management, we employ the Least Recently Written (LRW) destaging scheme, which is analogous to the LRU replacement scheme [14] . As a block replacement scheme is necessary for tradition volatile cache management, a destaging scheme is necessary for write caches that retain dirty blocks. Destaging is a process of deciding how many blocks in cache to flush to storage, selecting the blocks to flush, and deciding when to actually flush these blocks. As destaging can have a strong influence on the performance of a system, considerable research has been conducted on this issue [13] , [14] . Even though the destaging scheme is important to improve the write cache performance, we do not consider this issue here as this is beyond the scope of this study. Instead, we simply employ a naïve destaging scheme. In our study, destaging is triggered only when there is no room for the newly updated metadata, and only one sector is flushed, based on the LRW replacement scheme, to make room for this one new data item. Figure 3 illustrates the internal layout of the NVRAM write cache management. Note that the hash table and LRW list header are also located in a fixed area of the NVRAM. Cached metadata entries are hashed in the hash table whose key is the LBN. Also, the cache entries are linked to each other in an LRW list, which can be accessed by the LRW header stored in NVRAM.
Modification of FTL and NFTL
In our experiments, the NVFAT file system metadata is evaluated along with two different FTL schemes provided as part of Linux. Both schemes were proposed by M-systems. The first scheme, named NFTL by M-systems, is a blockmapping scheme, while the second scheme, named FTL also by M-systems, is a page mapping scheme † . As the original FTL-M was proposed for deployment with M-system products, there are various assumptions within it that make it difficult to be used as a general FTL for NAND Flash memory.
To suit FTL-M for our purposes, we make the following minimal modification. In the original FTL-M, the first page of a block is used to store status information and a mapping table. Of this page, FTL-M caches only a small amount of page allocation status and mapping table, and updates to the cache are reflected on to Flash memory by reprogramming as all changes only incur changes from 1 to 0. This design was chosen as FTL-M was originally designed for Flash memory that is reprogrammable in small units such as NOR Flash. However, in NAND Flash, if we do a copy and erase operation for every status update, this will result in excessive overhead resulting in greatly degraded performance. Hence, we modify FTL-M to cache all the status and mapping table (stored in a single page per block) in memory and dump it when a copy and erase operation is needed for reclaiming or when the FTL-M module is unloaded.
Experimental Environment
In this section, we discuss the setup used in our experiments. We first mention the hardware experimental environment, and then present the file system workloads used in the experimental evaluation. † Hereafter, to avoid confusion between the generic term Flash Translation Layer (FTL) and the FTL proposed by M-systems, the latter will be referred to as FTL-M. Figure 4 shows an embedded development board with an NVRAM daughter board that we developed. The NVRAM daughter board, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) , has four slots with each slot capable of loading a 16 MB NVRAM module. For our experimental setup, we use only a maximum of 150 KB NVRAM, which is enough capacity to absorb entire VFAT file system metadata in the experiments. We use the state-ofthe-art FeRAM chip produced by Ramtron for our NVRAM modules [1] . When the NVRAM board is attached to the mother board as shown in Fig. 4 (b) , the NVRAM appears as part of the physical memory address space like SDRAM in the motherboard and can be accessed via memory mapped addressing in Linux. The embedded development board that we use is the EZ-X5 board developed by Falinux [20] . The EZ-X5 board has a PXA255 processor that is based on the XScale architecture. The board has 64 MB of SDRAM and 64 MB of NAND Flash memory of which a 57 MB partition is used for the VFAT/NVFAT file system.
Hardware Setup

File System Workloads
For the experiments, we consider three different benchmark programs, namely, Postmark, TFFS-Recorder, and Motorola-Phone, for generating file system workloads. The characteristics of these workloads are summarized in Table 2. A detailed description of these workloads are as follows.
Postmark benchmark: The Postmark benchmark, which models workloads of a large Internet electronic mail server, has been widely used to evaluate disk based file system performance [21] . To the best of our knowledge, there is no de facto "realistic" file system workload for embedded systems. Thus, the Postmark benchmark has been widely used for evaluating the I/O performance even in embedded systems. In addition, state-of-the-art portable systems such as PDA and Mobile phone or set-top boxes are changing to provide various internet services and much more functionalities than before. Thus, the file system behavior of those systems that have originally considered as embedded systems is not quite distinctive from that of server systems any longer. In this regard, the Postmark benchmark becomes useful to evaluate such high-end embedded systems. In our evaluation, the Postmark benchmark creates a set of 2,000 initial files with random sizes ranging from 500 B to 10 KB. After creating the initial files, the Postmark benchmark executes a specified number of transactions, in our case, set to 20,000. For each transaction, the Postmark benchmark performs a pair of file operations. That is, it either creates or deletes a file and then appends to an existing file or reads another existing file in its entirety. Each pair of operations is invoked with the same probability. In our configuration, the Postmark benchmark generates a total footprint of 76.65 MB. In the original Postmark benchmark all writes, that is, including both file data and metadata, are done asynchronously. We modify the benchmark so that synchronous writes could be generated with certain proportion. Throughout the experiments all writes are done in 512 byte units. In our experiments, we use the original Postmark benchmark, that is, with 100% asynchronous writes, and a modified Postmark benchmark with all writes done synchronously. We refer to these benchmarks as AsyncPostmark and Sync-Postmark, respectively, throughout our discussions.
TFFS-Recorder:
The TFFS benchmark generates file system workload scenario for an event recorder that was used to evaluate the performance of the TFFS file system proposed by Gal and Toledo [15] . This workloads for embedded systems have also been used for evaluating Flash file system performance in previous studies [10] , [22] . This workload scenario represents the operations of devices that create record files and update logs in the record files. This benchmark creates a configuration file that will not be accessed again and two 32 B cyclic files and generates a footprint of 360 KB. Note that the TFFS-Recorder benchmark updates the changed contents of files synchronously into storage by invoking the fsync() function after every write() with a size of 32 B.
Motorola-Phone benchmark: The Motorola-Phone benchmark program simulates file system operations of a popular real world mobile phone, the Motorola MS500 model. By utilizing the BitPim tool published as a Sourceforge project, we can observe the changes of the file system when the phone sends and receives an SMS and when a phone call is made [23] . Using this observation, we implement the Motorola-Phone benchmark program that generates a realistic file system workload for mobile phones. The Motorola-Phone benchmark initially creates eight files whose size ranges from 1 KB to 245 KB. This benchmark generates a 1.1 MB footprint during its execution. Note that this benchmark also synchronously writes all the updated data.
Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the impact of exploiting NVRAM as a metadata write cache on I/O performance in an embedded system environment, we conduct experiments on the embedded board that we developed for the file system workloads mentioned previously. In this section, we discuss the experimental results from the file system and FTL viewpoints.
File System Viewpoint
The main point of this subsection is in comparing the performance of VFAT and NVFAT. Note that in terms of maintaining the integrity of the file system, NVFAT provides full integrity at all times while VFAT does this only at synchronous write points. This said, we do not mention the integrity issue any further, but only concentrate on the performance issue.
To show the impact of using NVRAM write cache for file system metadata on the performance from the file system viewpoint, we execute the workloads discussed in the previous section on both VFAT and NVFAT. For each of these file systems, we also consider both the NFTL and FTL-M schemes. In presenting the experimental results, we We observe from Fig. 5 that NVFAT always performs worse than VFAT for Async-Postmark. This is obvious as the VFAT file system will always cache all the metadata in RAM. This upper hand in performance, of course, is gained by sacrificing integrity. Though the performance difference is substantial with very little NVRAM, this difference reduces dramatically with 128 KB of NVRAM. Note that the total size of all the file system metadata is smaller than 128 KB in our experiments. If fact, this performance gap remains between VFAT and NVFAT even when all metadata is cached. This is due to the difference in access speed between NVRAM and SDRAM. Though NVRAM access is fast, it still remains an order of magnitude slower than SDRAM.
From Fig. 6 , we find the upper bound in gains possible by employing NVRAM write cache of each size. With just 128 KB of NVRAM execution time of 8362 seconds is reduced to 876 seconds for NFTL, while it is reduced from 1255 seconds to 362 seconds when FTL-M is employed. Though we do not report the actual numbers here, we experimentally confirm that as the rate of synchronous writes increase the performance gains gets wider as well. Figure 7 shows the results for the TFFS-Recorder and Motorola-Phone workloads on FTL-M. As the results are quite similar to the Sync-Postmark, we do not present the results for other configurations and experiments.
Although the experimental results show that the file system employing the NVRAM write cache improves its performance significantly without sacrificing its reliability, the high cost of NVRAM is a critical hurdle to deploy the NVRAM write cache in the current market. Nevertheless, as the NVRAM technologies is getting mature, we antici- pate that the NVRAM price will become reasonable to be widely deployed into the embedded system environments in the near future.
FTL Viewpoint
In this subsection, we consider the effect of NVRAM write cache on the FTL and Flash memory. Consider Figs. 8 and 9 that are observations made for VFAT and NVFAT with the Sync-Postmark benchmark. Figures 8 (a) and (b) shows the number of write requests made for each LBN observed by the FTL for the VFAT and NVFAT file system, respectively. We see that with VFAT there are two rising columns on the left-hand side. These columns show that numerous requests for particular LBNs are being made. These LBNs represent the metadata. For NVFAT shown in Fig. 8 (b) these columns disappear. The reason is that all these requests are being absorbed by the NVRAM write cache. The consequence of these results are shown in Figs. 9.
Figures 9 (a) and (b) shows the number of write requests made to particular pages in Flash memory by NFTL. We observe that the number of requests made with VFAT is much higher, ranging widely from the teens to up to 250, than those made with NVFAT where most range below 50. These observations tell us, essentially, that with NVFAT smaller number of writes will occur. The reduced number of writes lead to smaller number of erasures and copy operations for block cleaning. Such reductions lead to enhancements in wear leveling and energy efficiency as evidenced by the following. Wear Leveling: Figure 10 presents the average erase count and the standard deviation for all blocks for each particular cache size for the experiments of Fig. 6 . The leftmost value is the erase count and standard deviation for VFAT. We observe that the average as well as the standard deviation decreases as NVRAM write cache increases. The fact that the standard deviation is reduced as well tells us that wear leveling improves with NVFAT despite the fact that no extra wear leveling effort is being made.
Energy Efficiency: Energy consumption at the Flash memory level may be calculated using models provided by previous studies [24] . In our study, we make similar calculations of energy consumed by taking the read count (in sector units), program count (in sector units), and erase count (in block units) and multiplying these numbers by the energy consumed by each operation. Similarly to the erase count shown in Fig. 10 , we show in Fig. 11 the average number of program operations performed for each block and its deviation. We see that compared to VFAT, considerable reductions are being made by caching metadata in the NVRAM write cache. Figure 12 shows the energy consumed (in Joules) as a function of the NVRAM write cache size. The improvements are substantial. For FTL-M the energy consumed is reduced to roughly a quarter, from 24.59 J with VFAT to 6.45 J with NVFAT when the NVRAM cache size is 128 KB. For NFTL with the same cache size, the reduction is more substantial; the original VFAT energy consumption of 117.57 J is reduced to 11.23 J for NVFAT.
Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the use of of Non-Volatile RAM (NVRAM) as a write cache for metadata of the file system in embedded systems. NVRAM is a state-of-the-art memory that provides characteristics of both non-volatility and random byte addressability. By making NVRAM a write cache for dirty metadata, we retain the same integrity of a file system that always synchronously writes its metadata to storage, while at the same time improving file system performance to the level of a file system that always writes asynchronously. We modify the VFAT file system provided in Linux 2.6.11 to accommodate the NVRAM write cache and develop the NVFAT file system. Using an embedded board with NVRAM, we show that NVFAT outperforms VFAT for various synthetic and realistic workloads. The results show that substantial reductions in execution time are possible from an application viewpoint. Another important consequence of the write cache is its benefits at the FTL layer, leading to improved wear leveling of Flash memory and increased energy savings, which are important measures for embedded systems.
Though we have shown the potential of making use of NVRAM, there are still many issues that could be considered. In this work, the NVFAT file system can be improved much further in terms of I/O performance and reliability. Although destaging plays an important role in write caching as mentioned earlier, NVFAT employs a naive destaging policy. Development of better destaging schemes will further improve on the gains obtained in this study. Another issue is to retain dirty file data in the NVRAM write cache as well. Though we chose to only consider metadata in this study, including file data could also be considered. The effect of NVRAM write cache on the FTL layer has to be investigated further. The results in this study imply that the issues traditionally sought to be important may not be so substantial when NVRAM write cache is employed. We need to look deeper into this matter, considering more FTL schemes to make any general conclusion. Though we only considered VFAT in this study, there is no reason to limit the deployment of NVRAM write cache to this file system. Finally, we expect to apply the technique presented in this study to real world systems and applications.
